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Yeast are eukaryotic organisms that contain liner
chromosomes. At the ends of these chromosomes, there
are special regions known as telomeres. Telomeres are
composed of non-coding nucleotides that serve to protect
the vital coding DNA found throughout the rest of the
chromosome. During the process of DNA replication,
however, telomeres become progressively shorter which
can lead to cellular senescence. To solve this issue, yeast
express the enzyme telomerase. Telomerase is composed
of a telomerase reverse transcriptase protein (TERT) and
telomerase RNA (TLC1) in yeast. When telomeres
become too short, telomerase extends telomeres by adding
to the 3’ overhang. Telomeres shorten during aging while
the expression of telomerase is upregulated in >85% of
human cancers. While the overall function of telomerase is
understood, the role of telomerase RNA is not as clear. In
order to better understand how telomerase RNA has
evolved and the role it plays in the enzyme complex, we
conducted a genetic screen to identify novel gain-offunction (GOF) mutations in telomeraseTelomere
RNA.

Screening for GOF Mutations in
Telomerase RNA
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• Telomerase RNA can5’ be shortened by >50% and
maintain short 3’but stable telomeres
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• GOF candidates
are struck to
-trp/5-FOA
media along
with
MiniT(460) and
the known GOF
(3xKu controls)

• GOF candidates
are identified as
large colonies by
replica plating on
–trp/5-FOA media
after several
generations

• Rescued and sequenced pGOF library plasmids are
transformed back into fresh yeast and 5-FOA is used to
select for longer telomeres to verify large colony phenotype
is due to GOF mutant
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Current and Future Work
• We are using quick change mutagenesis to identify
specific mutations that cause GOF in MiniT (460)
• We are using Southern Blotting to analyze telomere
length for various GOF mutants.
• Determine mechanism that causes GOF
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• Using TPE to select for longer telomeres:

TERT

• Screen through ~25,000 yeast colonies

• Confirmed ~18 verified GOF mutations

transform with library plasmid
(select transformants on -trp media)
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Summary of Results

• Identified ~108 putative GOF mutations

GOF Candidates Transformed
back into Yeast to Verify GOF
allow telomeres to shorten
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Approach: transform mutant MiniT (460)
library plasmids into yeast and identify cells
containing longer telomeres using the Telomere
Position Effect (TPE)
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Identifying Putative GOF Mutations
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Hypothesized function

Experimental Approach

Increased enzyme activity

In vitro telomerase assay

Change in RNA structure

Compensatory analysis

Increased RNA abundance

qRT-PCR

Increased repeat addition processivity

Two template assay

Increased protein binding

CARRY-Y2H

Increased telomere recruitment

CHIP, Est2-Cdc13 fusion
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